Fleet 21 District’s Sailing was Fantastic!

Augustv.3 2012

Our districts came and went. Turnout was meager, but sailing was fantastic (the districts don’t count for our
fleet championship, so some of our members used this weekend for downtime).
I swept all three races, with a 3-way tie going into Sunday morning for 2nd place. In the first race, Jack Roe
dominated most of the race with me pulling out in front during the last leg of the race. In race 2, Dan Leon
took the lead for a while (Sailing in the refurbished “Orange Crush”), but was overtaken during the downwind
leg by yours truly.
Race #3 on Sunday was held in a nice 13 MPH breeze, but got off to a late start due to equipment failure on
Jack’s new boat. (Reminder to all: tighten the adjusting nuts and tape them on your stays) Bob Zimmer was
in the lead during the first leg, but Bill Selick once again gained the lead and held it for the duration of the
first pass at the course. Bob caught up during the final downwind leg and jibed to starboard about 6 boat
lengths short of the leeward mark and gained the advantage. Bill took the lead once again during the final
upwind leg of the race, and claimed victory for the weekend. Josh Zimmer got the anchor boat award while
sailing his newly acquired Mark 1 Rebel (or is it a Mark 2?) from Jack Roe.
Bill Selick, Fleet 21
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COMMODORE’S CORNER
“Meager turn out” is not quite inspiring for a beautiful
August 4 and 5 that was Fleet 21 District’s and AYS
Junior Open Regatta. Perhaps an infusion of the Rebel Collegiate Challenge may be the spark all of our
fleets may wish to consider using during their event.
So as not to wear out the idea, it might be prudent to
roll out the Challenge in one or two fleet locations
until we have all six fleets incorporated. CLYC and
Fleet 2 are definitely interested in a second July regatta and both Bill and John have mentioned an interest
for their home clubs as well.

nickrtanis@gmail.com
apv5000@netscape.net

bill@selick.com
jquiniff@gmail.com
queenkaren999@charter.net

As neither Lake Opeka nor Greenwood Lake have the
camping or kitchen facilities on-site, feeding and
housing the collegiate sailors may become problematic. What are the possible solutions that might also be
applied to Coldwater and Reed’s Lakes as well?
(Coldwater & Greenwood have a lot in common as do
Lakes Opeka and Reed .)

k5centz@comcast.net
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Although Lake Fenton has on-site facilities like
CLYC, we do not yet have a regularly scheduled
weekend Rebel regatta there nor one in Coldwater for
that matter. Dave mentioned that he has been running
a regatta on the lake the same weekend of the BYC
invite. How do we accommodate both? Or, do we
choose one because of the date conflict?

Phone: 810 767-4050
Fax: 810 767-4060
Email: hugh@nickelsboats.com

Finally, it only makes sense to conduct the Collegiate
Challenge exclusively to promote our 6 fleets and their
Clubs. I’ve more ??, but no more Room! Bruce

Web-Skipper: Neil Robb nerobb@mtu.edu

NICKELS BOAT WORKS
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Vermont Sailing Partners
YOUR Partner in Rebel Sailing
"Championship sails for YOUR Rebel that are proudly made in
the USA"
Contact Bill Fastiggi ~ 802-655-7245 ~ Bill@vtsailing.com

Visit us on line at www.vtsailing.com
Vermont Sailing Partners ~ 150 West Canal Street ~ Winooski, VT 05404

Rebel rebirths, resurrections and other lore ...
It has been a great while since we have seen an ole Mark III emerge
from a barn, but Michel de Blois of Pierrefonds, Qc, Canada found
himself Rebel 1279 just waiting for a fun family. As Michel’s nine
and ten year-old sons are just completing a learn-to-sail course, this
Rebel has found a new home.
Michel is “anxious to get started” and will give his new boat a good
cleaning. After that he will need to get a hold of Dan Leon and find
“In race 2, Dan Leon took the lead for a while out what he used restore the finish on “Orange Crush.” Looking at
(Sailing in the refurbished “Orange Crush”) …” the photos on the front cover and on the next page, Michel said he
that Joe and Theresa Stoodley sailed a few ...
would be replacing most of the block and tackle as well has the
home-made stays. Other than that he should be … continued page 4

… regatta back (shown above with John Vanderbrink) and then was sailed by Uncle Al in the
2011 Championship. Beau’tieful as only Don
Robinson could roll out his appreciation.
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Brian Hayes Brian@od.northsails.com
Ched Proctor Ched@od.northsails.com

onedesign.com

… be able to use those brand new (five years ago) and
never used North sails. How sweet is that?
Well not quite a sweet as having the Mark III attend
one of regattas. Keeping with good ideas, our Google
group (http://groups.google.com/group/rebel-class?hl=en) has
been connecting us more new Rebel owners who have
a question or two. Those receiving Rebel-Group email should remember John Thompson from Stoughton, WI who was able to solve a number of puzzles by
just sharing the puzzle.
In that exchange, John also noted that his mainsheet
block (pictured on the left) was not typical of the equipment he was accustomed to. Not only did M Matthew
Minassian have a vintage system readily available …
continued page 5
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… not to be used while racing. Sure am happy that we
have gotten over that rather uncivilized treatment of the
crew!
Finally, Don Zee has a couple of questions on his new
Rebel Bad Bear: I think I have located a set of sails and
my trailer is almost set to go, but now I have some boat
problems to solve. The tuning/rigging guide you mentioned may come in handy, but I have not received it
yet. Maybe you or some Rebel sailor with time on their
hands could answer some of my questions - it would
certainly be appreciated.:

… continued from page 5
Ken Nelson provided us with a bit of history:
“...The mainsheet block pictures that Matt Minassian
sent you are the type that probably most Rebel sailors use. Your setup below will certainly work, but if
you have a line firmly cleated down (i.e. with a figure of eight lock) and you sail in gusty winds you
won't be able to release your setup quickly enough.
You could hold the line in your hand and just use a
single loop under the cleat for easy release, but then
you have to hold it continually. The other arrangement has a cam cleat so you can both lock it and
quickly release by pulling up. The height of the cams
is adjustable, because as the boat heels much and it
is too high you'll have trouble pulling up to release it
and if too low it will release too easily and "pop
out". You can find a happy medium by trial and error.

1. I have two U bolts on the stern where the traveler
should connect, but it looks like it will get hung up on
my motor mount and motor. What do they use to go
through the deck and what size backing plates, and
what size and length cable or line for the traveler?
2. I would like to get a tabernacle or hinged mast base
to make getting the mast up/down easier and also to do
it alone. I currently have the small ball mounted on the
deck but it can easily slip out when trying to raise the
mast. What might my options be? My mast is approx.
3.5" X 1 7/8" and the closest one I can find is Kenyon
3.5 X 2.06 is mine a Rebel mast? I might have measured wrong, was on a ladder and mast was on top of a
cabinet and was only a ball park measurement.
3. I am not sure how the centerboard box is put together, but half the screws along the base and the ones holding the main sheet bracket are stripped. I am going to
take it apart to see what can be done. Are there any
typical problems with the box leaking in unseen places
or being weak that I should be aware of?

Thanks in advance for any help you may offer, I will
The stainless steel U-shaped bracket fits over the
attach a few pictures showing the stern, centerboard
centerboard trunk for a secure attachment, although box and mast base. DONZEE1@comcast.net
with your "T" shaped plate on top of the trunk you
may have to put some wooden blocks in alongside to
make up more width. All in all it should be a much
more secure and functional setup if you are doing
any racing. I don't know how readily available new
ones are or the price but you could check with Nickels Boat Works perhaps. It's probably significantly
more than $50 new…”
as I remember holding the jib sheets by hand when I
first started racing with Russ Brant. Cleats were ...
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Race, Relax in a Rebel

On the Web at http://www.rebelsailor.com

2012 Rebel Finds ...

… right out of the barn
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